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THIRD ORDER PERSONALITY STRUCTURE IN Q-DATA: 

EVIDENCE FROM ELEVEN EXPERIMENTS 

RAYMON D B. CATTELL 

Institute for Research on M orality and Adjttstment, Boulder, <;_ofo,-ado 

El even samples of subj ects averaging 1010 in each, covering 

diff erent countr ies (U.S.A., Germany, New Zealand, Venezuela and 

Brazil), classes and each sex, were measured on the 16 Personal ity 

Factor Questionnaire. Correlations among the scales were carried 

to second order factors of high mutual congruence and therefore 

identification in previous researches. Two studies, including 

seven extra primaries, yield 4 more secondaries than the 8 in the 

rest. 

Third order analyses yield uniformly S factors (3 extra on 

the 12 base) which at final maximized simple structure show a high 

degree of congruence of pattern examined in 55 matrices, each 

S x S (plus). An averaging of factor loading patterns of matched 

factors across S, 6 and finally 11 studies yields consistent pat

t erns Qo, Qe, Qy, Q&, 0£ etc. (to distinguish from the second or der 

series QI, QII, etc.). The correlations among these t ertiaries 

are set out and hypotheses about their nature are discussed in 

bot h general and specific terms. 
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Theory of Third Order Structures 

The t hird stratum of ·factors, whether in the ability or per 

sonality structure domain , can be successfull y explored only af

t er substantial work at the first and second order levels. Like a 

cl imber of the highest mount ains , the psychologist has t o make a 

t hor ough preparation of "base camps". Even in the much travelled 

ability field, where foundations have long been laid (Guilford & 

Zi mmerman, 1949-1955; Horn, 1968; Thurstone, 1~38) we are only now 

beginning to get firm patterns for t he higher order factors of 

f l uid and crystallized intelligence, gf and a 9 , from t he primar

ies (Cattell, 1971; llaks tian G Cattell, 1974) . I n t he third order 

of the personality field there are on l y two pioneer studies in 

existence, that of Pawlik and Cattell (1964) in objective test 

data, and that of Cat t el l , Eber, and Tatsuoka (1970) in question

naire data. Our contribution here is to questionnaire (Q-data) 

structure. 

Some general observations on the t heor etical and methodolog

ical states of third order fac tors are required befor e proceed

ing. Ry the concept of factors as i nfluence, the third order fac

tor is one that influences growt h or individual differences in 

second order factors, such as anxiety, exv i a, cort ert ia, et c . 

However, it has been pointed out (Catt el 1, 1966) that these more 

r emot e influences need no l onger be psychological. They might be 

economic, his t orical , biological, etc., embedded in the s tructure 

of society and race, and responsible on l y for the "arrangement " of 

lower or der, truly psychological traits. For example, as Fisher 

(1930) points out, social status is an i nfl uence which, mainly by 
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selection, brings about correlations among intelligence and various 

personality factors--correlations which later research (Cattel l, 

194 2) shows can he analyzed into a si~gle social status factor . ~!

though in t his case the higher influence on secondaries is soc io 

logical, other third order factors might be biological . 

Emphasis on this broader theoretica·l position is necessary be

cause of the popularity of a more narrow and statistical "hier

archical" vi ew of factor structure which explicitly or implici tl y 

views the higher s trata factors as psychologically more important 

than the lower. If anything from a psychologist's stanJpoint, the 

reverse is true. The primary personality factors are more •·real " in 

terms of development, learning theory, etc., than the secon<laries 

and tertiaries, which may not he psychological in nature. lnci-

dentally, they also give more complete and accurate predictions, 

since they hold the large part of the common variance (Cattell, 

1973b). And 1n accepting strata we <lo not necessarily accept a hi

erarchy. Indeed, one must guard against the assumption that strata 

imply a hierarchy. For the latter could be an artifact in what is 

really a simple stratum or even a reticular model (Cattell, 1965). 

Nevertheless, exploring the third order structure is an important 

part of the t otal understanding of structure. 

The Methodological Issues 

When the CODceptual position is explicit, as above, there will 

still arise methodological problems. lligher order factorings are 

based on correl a t ions among l ower or der concept~, and these corre -

lations can be either: (a) among primary scales or (bJ among 

pure factors as reached by the simple structure posi tion i n the 
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primary factoring of variables. These two approaches shou l d--an<l 

in the L6 P. F. primar y personal ity factor domain consistently 

have --produced essentially the same end result. TI1is agreement is 

encouraging, because approach (h) requires great s J.. ill and thou

roughness in rotation if the cosines among factors are to be de

termined exact ly enough to gtve a firm basis fo r second order 

anaiysis. Indeed, some psychologists have argued that these an

gles at simple structure a r e so poorlr determined that even by the 

s econd order the struc ture is unstable and undependable . They 

are qui te r ight if the simple structure i s l eft t o the mercies of 

push but t on analytical progr ams, but not if it is pursued long and 

patiently 

hyperpl ane 

by Rotoplot 

count. The 

to a demonstrab l y unimpr ovable plateau i n 

agreement of the pattern of second order 

structure f r om primary scale and pure primary rotation corre la 

tions now demonstrated whcn--anJ only when--these cosine va lues 

rest on t houroughly pur sued structur e , support s the emphasis on 

the need for thorough pursuit hy Hotoplot (Cattell & Nichols , 

1972). 

At t he third o r de r , a t the t i me this resear ch was started, it 

was not possible t o use both approaches because a c;ct of ei_ght or 

ni ne scales for the J..nown scconJ:1rics simply diJ not exist. l·y

senck's (1970) scales a r t.! actual Iv at the second o rder, but cover 

only exvia , anxiety :inJ possiblc genernl psychosis , and, becaus e 

of the '-hort cut taJ..cn hy omitting pr imaries nrc not as facto r 

true :is i s ncccssc1ry (Barton, Jt\ 71). Comr ey's (IY70 ) sc,lles ar e 

largely scconJ order, but ::i r e even les s fac t or-true (Harton , 1973). 

Ba rton ' s new <o re Trait Stnte l-.1t .of eight secondary scales (Ba r 

tor t; Cattcli, i974 ) was not rea<l v . Consequently the cl 1mh haci to 

ta~e off from the pure fact1 r corre lations from simple s truc ture 
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rotat ions. Thi s is ac tuall y a super ior basis , but in the future 

the cross check from ac t ua l s econd order scales shou l d he ma<le. 

Meanwhile we actually have an.ahun<lance of seconJ or der reso

l utions- -no fewer than e l even . !'hey exist for independent popula

tions and samp l es in the studies desc r ibed be l ow (Cattell f; '.:i

chol s , 1972; Cattell , 1973a; Gorsuch 4· Catte l l, 1%7; Nessel r oade , 

1966 ) . These have led t o s uch precision of l oad i ng defini t ion of 

the second or ders t ha t factor-true scales of measurable va l idi t y 

have r ecently been construc t ed for e i gh t of t hem by Barton in t he 

above ment ioned Cor e Trait St ate Kit (CTS). 

Sour ces of T:xperimcntal Data and the 
Fact or Analytic Procedur es Applied 

Because the struct ure necessarily gets more loose wi t h 

heigh t , especial care in rotations at the second order is a pre

condi t ion for ge t ting any1.,here in t hird order factoring. Th i s 

preconJit i on exists to our ~nowle<lge main l y in t he work of Ni-

cho l s and Gorsucl1 in eleven second order factor ings, hase<l on the 

same 16 primary fac t ors, as reported elsewhere (Cattc 11 f, Nichols , 

1972; Gor such 4 Cat t ell, 1967; Catte ll , 1973) . From these eleven 

s tudies the first nine ( f or a certain confor mi tv of stan<lar <ls i n 

methods) cons t itute the most substant ial pa rt of our evidence 

though r e l a ti ons t o the ten t h an<l e l event h resea r ches a r c also 

wor ked out. 

The tenth an<l e l eventh studi es differ in embr acing a mo r e ex

tended basis of second order s made possib l e by ext ent i on o f t he 

pr i maries , by addi tiona l primaries, cove r i ng more remo t e part s of 

the per sonality spher e , from two d irec t ions: ( 1 ) the so-ca ll ed se 

ven missing fac t ors " bringing the normal primar ies up t o t he 23 
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(Cat tell & llelhees, 1973; Cnttell ~ lleVoog<l, 1973; '1arshall f, Cat

tell, 1974) an<l (2) the 12 new pri maries fround in t he area of pa

t hological hehavior (Cattell, l~J73c: Cattell f, Sells, 197 4). Since 

these overlap hv I(, primaries wit h the nine c; tudics men t ioned it is 

possible effec tivel y to bring a third on.ler ana l ysic; from each of 

t hese new areas into relation ~ith t he core of nine c;tu<l ies in t he 

16 p r imaries. 

The experimental bases of the studies thus involved are 

shown in Table 1. 

Since the correlations among second order factors use<l here 

depend for their soundnes s on the goodness o f simple s tructure 

reached, it 1s desi rable that t he hyperplane counts in t he main 

Nichols studies (the other two arc c losely s imil a r ) be set ou t as 

is done in Tabl e 2. 

Especially in view of the fac t that second order studies nor 

mally have a lower count than primaries (Cattell & Finkbeiner, 

197 3) these fi gur es sugges t tha t the plateaus reached hy ~ichols 

represent a high degree of simple structure. Inc identall y, al 

t hough the analyses at this third str atum thus rest on cosines 

(correlation r 12 =h 1 h
2 

cos G12 ) at maximum simple structure, the 

primary correlations for reaching the second order were a ll based 

on actual scale correlations, except for s tudies 10 and 11 wh i ch 

are pure facto r correl ations as here. (The difference shou l d not 

affect the cos i nes but on l y the variances of the seconJ orders .) 

The explanation o f why Study 6 in the "-:ichols ser ies \\'as dropped 

is that it was not on an independent sample relati ve to his Study 

7. As a "pure fac tor" foctorinp o f the 1097 suh_1cc t s used in the 

scale fac t or ing on the same 1097 in ,o. 7 here, it agreed verv 
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closely, so tha t e ither could have heen used (see Cattell & Ni

cha 1 s, 1972) . 

The eleven correlation matrices from the above researches 

(preser ved along with the eventual unrotated factor (V 0 's) and 

t ransfor mation (L's) matrices at NAPS) were suhjected to a prin

cipal components analysis and a scree test for number of factors 

was applied to the latent roots in every case as shown in Figure 

1. 

Among the nine studies from the normal 16 primaries and nine 

secondaries the majority--seven of them--converge clearly and im

mediately on five tertiaries, while one other indicated six and 

one, seven. Since these latter--one Rrazil and one ~c~ Zealand, 

are aberrant from the other data from the same country in each 

case, indicating five, we have concluded it is not a specific 

population effect and have uniformly taken five tertiaries in all 

the studies. On the larger basis of primaries (23 normal and 28 

with clinicals) it is perhaps slightly surprising that just the 

same number of secondaries, namely, 12, arises from the two some

what different bases. From these 12 secondaries, eight tertiaries 

resulted in both cases (see Figure 1). 

The procedure from this point was that adhered to in all of 

our analyses: (1) iteration of communalitics to the factor num

ber; (2) initial advance toward simple structure hy an automatic 

(oblimax) rotation program; (3) completion of simple structur e 

search by about a dozen overal l Rotoplot shifts to a plateau unim

provable over least the last three shifts; (4) test for signi

ficance of simple structure, and (5) matching of patterns across 

s tudies by congr uence,rc , and/or salient var iab l e similarity in-
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dex, s . 

The simple structure "history of hyperplane" plots are no t 

reproduced for the nine small studies (which had in every case 

10 overall shifts after oblimax) but rigure 2 shows the plots fo r 

the larger studies and the steady climb to a plateau which oc

curred in each case. 

I t will be recognized that these searches exhibit the satis

factory hallmarks of (a) an increasing re-distribution of varia

bl es from the br oad (±15) poorly differentiated band typical of an 

analytic program t oward maximization at the ±.05 width character

istic of a well rotated r esolution, and (b) a plateau reached af

t er six to eight shifts verified as a plateau by offerini no 

essent ial improvableness over another four to six checking sh i fts. 

At these levels, moreover, all 11 of the researches have reso

lutions which reach at least a P > .OS level of significance. 

However, we shall not rest on simple structure significance but 

shall next ask to what extent invariance has been attained across 

the researches. 

Collation and ~atching of Results 

Calcul ation of congruence can be made across al1 11 studies 

i f we conf ine ourselves to the first eight second orders in the 

comparison, but studies 10 and 11 can also be compared on a fur

t her three or four factor loadings. The comparison of al 1 11 

studies across eight secondaries is possible because in identify

i ng secondaries by matchin, we have always ultimatel y converged on 

the indexing sys tem of QI being exvia, QJJ, anxiety , QII I. corter

i a, and so on through to QJX, though at this stage ~c have not at 

tempted t o i dentify and use t he las t of the replicated secondaries 
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Table l 

Experiments Constituting Foundations 

of the Second and Third Stratum 

Analyses 

(a) On the first 16 Primaries (i) 
_,___,___P-=a:..::r-=t-=i-=c-=u-=1-=a:..::r....::sc.......::o:..::f---=t:.:.h:..:ec......:cP...::o~p-=u:.:l:.::a:..::t:..::i:..::o:..:.n:........::S:..::a:.::m.:.i:p:..::1:..::e=s 

Study No. Reference Symhnl Country Age Sex N Education 
___________________________________ ___:L~e:...v:..::e:..:1;__ __ 

l 
2 
3 

4 

s 
6 

7 

8 
9 

Study no. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

U. S.A . M. 
u . s .A.F . 
G. A. H. 

G.A.L. 

Ven . 
NZLA 

NZEA 

Br.M 
Br . f . 

USA 
USA 
Germany 

Germany 

mixed 
mixed 
student 

student 

Vene-1uela mixed 
New Zealand 21-23 

New Zealand 17-19 

Brazil 
Brazil 

student 
student 

men 
women 
mixed 

mixed 

mixed 
mixed 

mixed 

men 
mixed 

(ii) Nature of Scales Used 

Reference Symbol Test Form 

U. S . AM 
USAF 
G.H 
G.L. 
Ven 
NZLA 
NZEA 
l:lr.M 
Br.MF . 

16 P.F . Forms A&B 
16 P.F. Forms A&B 
16 P.F . Forms A&B 
16 P.F. Forms A&B 
16 P.F. Form A 
16 P.F. Forms A&B 
16 P . F. Forms A&B 
16 P. F . Form A 
.16 P . F . Form A 

Ed it ion 
(Revision) 
1967-68 
1967-68 
1961-62 
1961-62 
1961 
1961-62 
l 96 l-6·2 
1956 
1956 

1000 
880 
1800 

stratified 
stra L if ied 
high 

1100 
(gymnasium) 

low 
(elementary 
Ed ted) 

300 stratified 
397 selec tive high 

school 
1097 selective high 

school 
770 university 

2234 universitv 

Language 

English 
English 
German 
German 
Spanish 
English 
English 
Portuguese 
Portuguese 

Testing time: typically 40 mins for each form and in fact L 1/2 to 2 hrs. for the 
two forms . 

(b ) On Ext ~nded Personality Spher~. 
(i) Particulars of Sample~ 

Study no. 
10 
11 

Referenu~ Svmbo I f._o_111~_.t: .. !: . .Y 
U. S . S . M.f. USA 
u.s .c.~. usA 
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Table 1, co nt. 

(ii) Nature of Scales Used 

Study no . 
10 
11 

Reference Symbol Test Fo rm Language 
U. S . S .M. F . 16 P.F . Fo rms A&B &7 factor supplement English 
U. S . C. N. CAQ Form A English 

Key to Reference Symbols and Published Source 

U.S .A.M. American General Adult Sample Male Data from I . P . A.T. files Cattell & 
Nichols (1972) 

U.S . A. F . American General Adult SaBple Female Data f r omI . A. P.T . files Cattell & 
Nichols (1972) 

G.A. H. German Adul t s with Gymnasium Education Cat tell , Schroder a nd Wagner (1969) 
G.A.L . German Adul t s with Lower (Elem) Educa tion Cattell , Schr oder and Wagner (1969) 
Ven . Venezuelan Adult Data 
N. Z.L . A. New Zealand Late Adolescent Bar t on and Cattell 1972a & b 
N. A.E.A . New Zealand Early Adolescent Barton & Ca ttell 1972 a &b 
Bt'M Brazilian males (students) De Andrade , DeGodon and Ford, J.J. (1969) 
Jn,MF Bt-azilian males and females De Andrade , DeGodon and Ford , J . J . (1969) 
U. ~.S .M.F. American undergrad . s tudents male and female Cat tel l (1973b) 
U,S,C , N. American mixed clinical and normal adult Subjects (Cattell (1973c) 

127 

Percen t in ±. 10 
Hyperplane 

TI1E JOURNAL 

Table 2 
Mean Hyperplane Count Across 

all Factors in Each of 
Nine Second Order Studies 

1 2 3 
Study 
4 5 

72 76 78 78 73 

WINTER 1975 

6 7 8 9 
74 72 71 68 



1.30 

1.10 

.90 

.70 

.so 

.30 
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2.25 

0 

0 

0 

0 

16 PF A&B Males 
No. I 

2 .36 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I I I I I 
123456789 

J6PF A&.B Females 
No. 2 

Figure 1 

Scree Tests for the Number of 

2.20 

' 
0 

0 

0 

0 

L1 _.__I __. __ ,j__ .~-~ 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

German High 
.... 0 . 3 

Factors Based on 8 and 12 Secondaries from 

16 and 23 Primaries 
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I. 70 

1.50 

1.30 

1.10 

.90 

.70 

.50 

.30 

129 

2.07 3rd Order Screes 

\ 

0 

0 

0 

2 3 -t 5 6 7 

German Low 
No. 4 

9 

2 .01 3rd Or·der Screes 

\ 

0 

0 

0 

I I I 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Spanish 
No. 5 
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I .92 3rd Order Screes 

\ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

23456789 

New Zealand 
No. 6 



1.70 

1.50 

1.30 

1.10 

.90 

.70 

.50 

.30 

130 

2 .28 

\ 
1.84 2 . 10 

t ' 

0 0 

0 

I I I I 
123456789 23456789 

New Zealand 2 
No. 7 
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Brazil Males 
No. 8 

2.02 

\ 

0 

0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Brazll Total 
No. 9 



2 .20 I DeVoo_gd 3rd Orde,· Scree 

2.QO 

1.80 

0 

1.60 

1.40 0 

0 

1.20 

0 

1.00 

0 

.80 

.60 

. 40 
0 

. 20 ..... 1 _ __,~ _ __,_I __ .___....._ _ __,.___....._ _ __,.__ _ __..__ _ __._ _ _ __..__ _ ____, 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 

Based on 12 Secondaries from 23 Primaries 
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#22 Delhees 

2.30 

2.10 

1.90 

l.70 
0 

1.50 

1.30 

1.10 

.90 L 

.70 ~ 

.50 ... 

CAQ Normals & Cllnicals 3rd Order Scree 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

. 30 '-------'---~- ---1---- --'--- _..., _ _ ....:I ______ _ ~--

2 3 5 ti 7 /; 9 10 II 
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(Cattell, 1973b ~ c). Since five tertiarjes exist fo r each of 

11 stud~cs a SS x SS congruence coefficient m:itrix (tri ;ingular) 

was necessary for examining all possible matches. While the large 

matrix with 14R5 conrrucnce coefficients (55 x 54/2) is pre 

served, we produced only representative illustrations and means 

here. Tahle 3 shows the congruences among the first three s tudies. 

It will be noted that with the exception of the last fac tor 

it is possibl e to arran~e the highest r e in each row and each col

umn so that the highly significant re's (by the Schneewind G Cat

tell, 1970, tables) lie Jo1m the diagonal. In matrices (1) and 

(2), the fift h pattern fails to yield a three corner ed congruence 

so that a match holds only between one and three. These four mat 

ching tertiary factors have been in<lexed in Greek, as Q , , Q1 , etc. 

to distinguish them in any context from the Roman notation for se

condaries, QI, QIT, etc., and from the primaries in Arabic, Ql, Q2, 

etc., much more commonly represented as /\, B, C, etc. 

Of cour se a considerable experimentation was needed to rear

range the five factors from the chance order in which they origi 

nally came out in each study in order to attain the maximum inter

nal consistency across the 55 factors in the 11 studies. As the 

preserved table will show, the nature of the data was such that 

in the end, it was possible in all hut a minority of instances to 

arrange the 55 5 x 5 matching tables so that when the factor sel

ected to be called o in the first three {Table 3) was matched with 

internal consistency in the remaining 22 tables, and similarly for 

the factor identified as e and so on. fndeed , it was surprising 

in what a small minority of instances (discussed below) in so large 
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a number of comparisons, the highest valued failed to fall on the 

diagonal when the factors were arranged in what, on overall mat

ching considerations, was the same order-- u , 8 , y Ji ,£ --for each stu 

dy. Nhen this order was reached we took the mean value across the 

55 possible inter-study matching tables for the diagona l s, as shown 

in Table 4 . 

In ten off-diagonal cell entries which we have calcul ated, 

summing across 55 tables, nine are less than ±.OS and the tent h was 

fairly substantial, representing some real similarity (coopera

tives) of the o. and e: factor patterns. The agreement of studies 

10 and 11, taken over more secondary factors than in the 55 congru

ence tables so fa r discussed is not quite so good, as shown at (b) 

in Table 4. The agreements for study eight, based on a Brazil i an 
I 

population sample and a Portugese translation also reduces t he 

average goodness of matching appreciably, though it is included i n 

getting the mean t hird order pattern below. Both e: and eight must 

be consider ed poorly identified. 

The Emerging Third Order Patterns 

!laving cross-identified the tertiary factors by the above pro

cedures , we were now able to sum the loadings for the same factor 

across the differ ent s tudies and obtain its mean l oadi ng pattern. 

To give a means of estimating the degree of agreement independent l y 

of the above congruence coefficients, however, we decided to sum 

the patterns for the s ix odd and five even numbered studies a pre~ 

sent these separately for comparison before getting the final mean 

patterns in Table 5. The means are taken from the loadings di r 

ectly, since the level of accuracy does not call for goini via Fis-
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her's z. As sta ted above, a minority of studies presented a minor 

ity of. matches that were out of line. ~ost of these concerned the 

last pattern, which we now have cal led epsilon, and here a curious 

phenomenon presenteJ itself. There appeared to he two distinguish

able epsilon patterns, each showing a high cr oss-study congruence 

consistently in one sub-gr oup o f researches hu t only a moderate 

congruence across the two groups. The first, which we may call 1 1, 

showed good re values in all relations be theen studies 2, 3, 5, 6, 

and 7; the second , £ 2, among studies 1, 4 anJ 9 . These two sets 

have been separately averaged and set out in Table b. 

In pur suing simp le structure in over 200 pub lished factor 

anal yt i c experiments the present writer has encountered this phe

nomenon of possible alternative simple structures per haps half a 

dozen times, twice a t the primary level bu t more frequently with 

higher or ders. lt has appeared, for example, in the recent higher 

order factoring of primary abilities (llakstian [, Cattell, 1974). 

The phenomenon is to be distinguished from the appearance of alte r 

natives when one un<lerfac t o r s , in which case t here are ac t ually 

more fac t or s than one took out, and both r otations are app r oxima

tions to possihl e real fac tors. Ilere, on t he o t her hand, we have 

every reason to bcleive that the number of fac tors is correct, and 

the uncertainty arises only through the sample of variables becom

ing too smal l to rota t e c l with its larger last value has moJeratc 

resemblance to that in the rough pioneer stuJy of Cattell, l.her,and 

Tatsuoka (1970). On l y time, new data on more numerous 101,.cr order 

variables, o r new information from dR or P-technique analyses can 

nope to resolve the difficulties . So meanwhile, we present £1 and 

£ 2 in Table 6 and would suggest that c in Tab le S not he taken 
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as very accurate , since it is a compromi se between these. 

Finally, Table 7 presents the correlations among the tertiary 

factors , as the contribution to the basis that may someday be accu

mulated to make possible a fourth order study . In t his table also 

we have averaged the odd and even studies separately, to per mit an 

estimate of reliability, before going on to the total mean constel

lation of correlations in Table 7(c). In this case the agreement 

of odd and even numbered studies is not significant as it is for 

the factor l oadings. llowever , we have averaged them for comparison 

with future results in Table 7(c). 

Summar y and Oiscussion 

(1) Eleven diverse population samples measured on t he 16 P . F. 

and carried to congruent simple struc ture second order patterns 

yielded second order R matrices to be carried t o the third or der. 

The mean s ize of sample in these being over 1000, and the simple 

structure being intensivel y pursued (Cattell & Nichols, 1970) j us 

tifies a hope of consistency at the third order. 

(2) The outcome was in fact one of high mutua l consistency as 

s hown by the screes yielding 5 factor s (i~ one instance +l , i n a no

ther· -1) and by t he congruence coefficients being i n the great ma

jority of cases high and in virtually all significant. These are 

taken and averaged across all comparisons of five factor patte rns 

in one study with five factor patterns in another, in all 55 pos

sible comparisons of researches . With the i dentities adopted the 

highest row and column value s run down a diagonal in the great ma

jor ity of comparisons between researches . 

(3) An exception occurs in fac t or epsilon where t here are two 
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distinct clusters of congruences indicating that this f ac tor locks 

into two distinct acceptable simple structure positions, some re

searches having converged on one and others on the other. Since 

the scree test makes it impossible to conclude that un<lerfactoring 

(which sometimes leads to such anticipation of an omitted factor) 

has occurred, it must be concluded that due to the small sample of 

variables at the third order one posi tion is false. Deciding which 

is a matter for work on a 12-basis, and auxiliary fields of evi

dence. 

(4) As to matches beyond the five t ertiaries, i.e., those bet

ween studies 10 (on OeVoogd 23 primary data) and Study 11 (on CAQ 

28 primary data) only not much weight can be given the conclus ions 

because the secondaries in these two cannot yet t hemselves be reli

ably matched. In No . 11--the CAQ study--the secondaries after .8 

are reliably determined as X1Il general depression, XIV general 

psychosis and XV (-) manic psychopathic, but the assignment of 

XIII, XIV and XV in Study 10 is uncertain. fn any case only one 

definite (highest row, highest column) match emerges, of 6 in No. 

10 with 6 in No. 11 (Table S) and this is largely defined hr -QI, 

•QV, and +12 . This possibly sixth tertiary is left for ' later 

checks. One must not overlook, however, tha t thou r,h identification 

is lacking for the last, the evidence is definitely that c-ight 

tertiaries (nnd rossibly mo re if the last two of ~tudics 10 nnd 11 

are 1n different spncc- - normal and abnormal) arc now shown to ex

ist. 

(5) The correlations amonp, the tertjaries, tlwugh Ies e; invar

iant than amonR secondaries, are reasonably stable, and arc set ou t 
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for t hose who, with reinforcements, may i.i sh to proceed to the 

fourth order. ~lcanwhi le hypotheses about the na ture of the t e r 

tiaries are as fol lows: 

Qo.. lligh ~ Low Inhibition. ll'ith its emphasis on exvia and 

independence, a n<l negatively on goo<l upl>ringinp, t his was first 

(Cattell, Eber I, Tatsuoka . 1!170) t hought t o he possibly the same as 

Pavlov and Teplov's "strength of t he nervous system" concept . With

out committing our selves to the traditional connotations of that 

concept, we 

inhibiting 

forces or 

wou l <l yet see here e ither a gene r aliied resistance to 

for ces or a cultural l ack of application of inhibiting 

a cultura l lack of application of inhibitions. The 

step in Jeciding between these alternat i ves woul<l he the clc termina-

tion of the nature-nurture ratio for Q ..1 llowever, the fact that 

the _ l oading on good upbringing, QVII, is on l y moderate somewhat 

favors the interpretation as a temperamental genetic factor. 

Qe. Favore<l Status vs . Underprivileged. This is a pattern 

of high anxiety, QII, with some introversion QI(-) . naturalne~s, 

QV(-), lack of prodigality QVI (-) , and lower intelligence QV II , 

and poorer upbringing QVI II (-). It suggests an individual treated 

more harshly by the world. llowever, it is not quite the pattern of 

neuroticism, into which QIV(-) would enter. It might be either a 

personality history of misfortune and exhaustion or the generaliied 

effect of the dimension from underprivileged to highest social sta

tus. The latter hypothesis should be readily susceptible to test

ing by 16 P. F. data now becoming available. 

Qy. Efficient Responsiveness. If we discount, as we should, 

the loading on only t~o studies on QXIV, this is largely a loadinR 

on Cortert ia, Qlll, Independence, QI V, and Uiscree tness, QV. It 
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suggests an alert, independent, wariness, but not associated either 

with inte l ligence or good upbringing. A fi.rst hypothesis to test 

is surel y t hat of some br oad physiological factor of good heal th or 

cortical efficiency. 

Q O .Emancipation . Like the other tertiaries here t his can ea

sily be r ecogni zed in terms of the factors from the one rough pio

neer study (Cattel l, Ebe r and Tatsuoka, 1970) and this is the old 

No. 4 reversed in sign. However, since these patterns are based on 

ten times as much data we naturally discount the details of the 

earlier patterns. ln this case a substantial loading on prodiga l 

subjectivity QVI is added, but otherwise there is the identical 

pattern of independence, QIV; naturalness, QV; intelligence QVII, 

and lower super ego and self sentiment (upbringing) QVIll. It is 

c l early the picture of the "emancipated" individual, from Shelley 

and Rousseau to the latest phase in the current young generation. 

Presumably, it is the pattern generated by a subculture character

istic of adolescence and we have descriptively called it "emanci

pation'' . Age and period associations should provide a check. Ep

silon and the later factors do not justify hypotheses at their pre

sent degree of definition. Our original general theoretical posi

tion that tertiaries re1 resent very broad influences, possibly de

fined by conditions outside psychology has been.illustrated here hy 

the hypotheses that , is a physjological factor; 

sociology; Y a condition of genrral health, and 

a dimension in 

belonging to a youthful subculture. The scoring of these factors 

from the 16 P. F. for further investigation can proceed from items 

by the Cat tel 1-\\'hite formula: V = V V V f , 
fr 111 fp I fp 2 r ., where V fp '-; 
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(1) 

(2) 

arc the fi r s t, second anti third orders <1 s given in the literature 

(the Vfp 3 in Tab le S here ) , unJ with the conversion of Vfp!1l to 

V rciti, the factor estimation matri x by the usual procedures 111 

llarman o r Gorsuch . 

Table 3 

All Congruences Among First Three Studies 

(American men , American women, German higher education group) 

American Men (N=lOOO) and American Women (N=800) 

Cl B y 6 £ 

Cl 92 -47 -27 21 -01 

B 25 72 -24 26 -74 

y 27 06 97 -13 -05 

6 43 21 -16 96 04 

£ 35 -01 -87 24 10 

American Men (N=lOOO) and German Higher Education Group (M & F) (N=l800) 

Cl B r 6 £ 

Cl 66 19 16 13 -57 

B 00 85 04 15 -26 

y 12 14 93 -01 -00 

6 -16 07 08 89 08 

£ -37 27 18 03 -04 

(3) American Women (N=800) and German Highe r Education Group (M & F) (N=l 800) 

Cl B Y. cS £ 

a 55 33 39 28 -40 

B -36 62 -07 26 36 

y 31 -26 29 -03 13 

6 -35 04 07 80 06 

£ 06 -34 00 -03 60 
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Table 4 

Mean Matching Values--Congruences--Taken over All Possible 55 

Comparisons Among 11 Studies 

~1) Mean of 55 studies each resting on congruence calculated over 8 secondaries: 

Cl 8 r 6 C 

Cl 51 

8 56 

y 52 
6 54 
C 33 

(2) Congruences specifically between s tudies 10 and 11, resting on patterns 
over 12 secondaries in each: 

Cl 8 r 6 C 6 7 8 
Cl (41] -39 -10 04 - 14 -39 -15 so 
e -26 [69] -03 -09 29 04 -07 -17 
y -29 -05 [83] -27 08 07 -02 -06 
6 -24 -01 18 [57] 65 -13 -58 07 
C 16 08 06 47 [30] -40 53 -59 
6 01 -45 08 -28 14 [63) 12 -13 
7 67 02 -18 -27 04 24 (53] 02 
8 -34 27 -04 20 -06 -so 03 (12) 
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Table 5 

The Central lndicntions for t:h<' Tt1 i rd Order P;1t terns 

( ::i) Estimaced from the Odd NumberNI Studies 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 , 9 . and 11 

t !-, y £ 

l.ll Exvia (>0 -16 05 - 16 -07 

Qll Anxiety - 03 64 - 08 02 02 

QUl Cortertia 10 -07 57 -03 -05 

QlV independence 13 - 09 27 40 -01 

QV Discreetness - 07 -29 12 -17 -17 

QVI Subjeclivity -04 -23 -0'.!. 53 03 

QVJ I lntellip,ence -07 -12 -13 09 28 

QVTTI Upbrin~ing -16 -15 -03 -28 -12 

(b) Estimated from the Even Numbl'red Studies 2 ' 4, 6 , 8 , and 10 

__ Y ( E ---
QI Exvia 57 -18 -04 -02 -00 

Qll .\nxicty -03 41 -16 - 02 -11 

QI [[ Cortert i.a 02 01 62 01 -03 

QlV I ndependl>nce 26 -02 12 55 03 

QV Discreetness 09 -30 13 -16 -12 

QVI Subjectivity -22 -24 -05 45 -03 

QVII lntclligcnce -01 -11 12 21 23 

QVI lI Upbringing -19 -35 06 -37 03 
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Table 5 Continued 

(c) Estimated from All 11 Studies over Factors l through 8, and over 

Studies 10 and 11 alone over Factors 6, 7, and 8: 

--- 6 7 8 

l 54 -17 01 - 09 04 -18 06 -09 

2 -03 53 -12 00 -05 -01 04 -05 

3 06 -03 60 -01 -04 02 01 -03 

4 20 -06 20 48 01 -10 -43 03 

5 01 -30 13 -17 -15 62 05 -22 

6 -13 -24 -04 49 00 -06 06 07 

7 -04 -12 -01 15 26 -15 16 -36 

8 -18 -25 04 -33 05 12 38 -34 

9 02 -07 -01 -33 -33 -03 07 -01 

10 07 -02 42 01 14 13 39 17 

11 00 -01 -02 -26 05 02 02 03 

12 03 25 02 -02 03 23 -50 03 

Table 6 

The Two Sub-Species of Epsilon Patterns, £ 1 and c
2 

cl E:2 

QI -05 -03 

QII -08 -02 

QIII -07 -03 

QTV 00 02 

QV -05 -27 

QVI 05 01 

QVII 02 65 

QVIII -04 -18 

QIX 59 
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Table 7 

Correlation Among Tertiary Factors 

(a) Mean of Odd Numbered Studies (b) Mean of Even Numbered Studies 

(l B )'. 6 C (l B )'. 6 C 

(l 1.00 (l 1.00 

B .13 1.00 B .08 1.00 

y .18 .02 LOO y .10 .12 1.00 

0 - . 03 -.14 -.03 1.00 6 .OS -.01 -.16 1.00 

£ .13 - . OS -. 01 -.01 1.00 C -.08 .08 .OS -. 13 1.00 

( c) :-lean Over All Studies, with Addition of Extra Factors from Studies 10 and 11 

(l B ::r: 6 C 6 7 8 

Ct 1.00 

a .11 1.00 

y .14 .07 1.00 

6 . 01 -.08 - . 10 1.00 

C . 03 .03 . 02 - . 06 1.00 

6 -.02 -.27 .02 -.03 -.10 1.00 

7 .18 .23 .02 . 09 .14 . 27 LOO 

8 .13 .07 -.09 .04 -. 01 -.31 -.11 1.00 
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